
GERMANY ON THE BRINK

Riot police broke up far-right protesters in Cologne on Saturday as they marched 
against Germany's open-door migration policy after asylum seekers were identified as
suspects in assaults on women on New Year's Eve.                                                      

The attacks, ranging from sexual molestation to theft, shocked 
Germany, which took in 1.1 million migrants and refugees in 2015 
under asylum laws championed by Chancellor Angela Merkel, despite 
fervent opposition.

Shortly before Saturday's protest began, Merkel hardened her stance 
toward migrants, promising expulsion for criminals and a reduction in 
migrant numbers over the longer term to Germany.

Police said around 1,700 people attended the rally organized by the far-right
anti-Islam PEGIDA movement, which has seized on the alleged involvement

of migrants in the Cologne attacks as proof Merkel's policy is flawed.

Demonstrators, some of whom bore tattoos with far-right 
symbols such as a skull in a German soldier's helmet, had 
chanted "Merkel must go" and "this is the march of the 
national resistance". "Rapefugees not welcome," one 
banner read.

A police spokesman said roughly half of those at the 
PEGIDA protest were from the 'hooligan scene'. Some in 
the crowd threw bottles and fire crackers at officers, and 
riot police used water canon to disperse the protesters. 

'MEIN KAMPF' SELLS OUT
IN GERMANY ON FIRST

DAY OF RELEASE
New York Times, 1-8-16

MUNICH — At a time when nationalist 
and far-right politics are again ascendant 
in Europe, a team of German historians 
presented a new, annotated edition of a 
symbolic text of that movement on Friday: 
“Mein Kampf,” by Adolf Hitler.

The Nazi leader’s manifesto, which first 
appeared as two volumes in 1925 and 1927,
was banned in Germany by the Allies in 
1945 and has not been officially published 
in the country since then. A team of 
scholars and historians spent three years 
preparing a nearly 2,000-page edition with
about 3,500 annotations in anticipation of 
the expiration on Dec. 31 of a 70-year 
copyright held by the state of Bavaria.

The effort by the Institute of Contemporary
History in Munich to publish the new, 
critical edition was the subject of debate 
almost as soon as it was announced, with 
some seeing it as an important step toward
illuminating an unsavory era in Germany, 
never to be repeated, while others argued 
that a scholarly edition would legitimize 
the rantings of a sociopath who led the 
country down the path of evil. 
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